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In peripheral heavy-ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies, usually only parts of the colliding
nuclei effectively interact with each other. In the overlapping zone, a fireball or quark-gluon plasma
is produced. The excitation energy of the heavy remnant can range from a few tens to several
hundreds of MeV, depending on the impact parameter. The decay of these excited spectators
is investigated in this work for the first time within a dynamical approach based on the multi-
dimensional stochastic Langevin equation. The potential of this exploratory work to understand
the connection between electromagnetic fields generated by the heavy spectators and measured pion
distributions is discussed.
PACS numbers: 21.60.-n, 21.10.-k,24.75.+,25.70.Gh
I. INTRODUCTION
Collisions between heavy ions flying with ultra-
relativistic velocities are studied theoretically and
experimentally since many years, with the main goal
being the study of the properties of the quark-gluon
plasma (QGP). In the present work, the attention is de-
voted to the properties and decay of the heavy remnants
of the collision. Non-central collisions unambiguously
lead to azimuthal asymmetries in the pion trajectory
[1], which may be linked to the electromagnetic field
generated by these fast-moving charged remnants. The
influence of this field on charged pions was discussed in
[2, 3].
Previous work confirmed that the collision between two
heavy ions at (ultra-)relativistic energy can be viewed as
a two-step process. The first stage of the collision, of-
ten referred to as abrasion, is a very fast process. The
two remnants of the collision are considered as ’specta-
tors’: They are characterized by some mass deficit as
compared to the mass of the reaction partners, but fol-
low their initial path almost undisturbed. In the (par-
ticipant) collision zone, at typical CERN Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) energies, pions or other hadrons are
produced and form a quark-gluon plasma. The mass of
the spectator remnants, and accordingly the number of
nucleons involved in the fireball, depend on the impact
parameter. The second stage of the collision, in compar-
ison to the first one, is a slow process. Along this stage,
often referred to as ablation, the primary hot products
release their excitation energy and decay to a stable state
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by emitting light particles and γ-rays. Heavy spectators
have additionally a large probability to decay by fission.
During this time, the fireball expands and produced par-
ticles (mostly pions) which fly apart.
The fireball was discussed in the context of the
abrasion model already in [4–6]. A new calculation [7],
based on simple Coulomb effects, suggests that at SPS
energies the QGP plasma creates a kind of fire-streaks,
which velocity along the collision axis changes across the
impact parameter space. It is assumed that the specta-
tors do not feel the interaction with the plasma. Also,
it is believed that the decay of the spectators is unim-
portant for the evolution of the QGP and subsequent
hadronization. However, the strong electromagnetic
field generated by fast-moving spectators can act e.g.
on the charged pions created from the fire-streaks of the
QGP. Electromagnetic effects yield different distortions
of the positively and negatively charged pions. They
lead to a damping of pi+ and an enhancement of pi− for
pions moving with velocity equal to the velocity of the
spectators. Long-range electromagnetic interactions [2]
are possible provided that spectators live long enough.
Consequently, a realistic estimate of this time, and un-
derstanding of what happens not only to the plasma but
also to the spectators, seems interesting and important
in this context.
While previous works focused on the plasma, the
present study is dedicated to the properties and decay
of the heavy spectators. Our approach consists in two
steps. First, the properties, in terms of size and exci-
tation energy, of the remnants of the collision are com-
pared as obtained in three different abrasion models. In
a second step, the decay of the remnants is computed
within a dynamical model based on the Langevin ap-
proach. Various de-excitation channels are open to the
decay of the highly-excited systems produced in the first
stage of the collision, going from light-particle evapo-
ration, intermediate-mass fragment (IMF) emission, fis-
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2sion, multifragmentation, and up to vaporisation. In the
present model, the Langevin code is restricted to the
spectator decay by evaporation and fission. Other chan-
nels are not treated here. The dynamical results are com-
pared to the predictions by the abrasion-ablation statisti-
cal model ABRABLA [8, 9] which has shown successful in
predicting the spectator decay in the beam energy range
from about 100 to several thousands of MeV/nucleon. As
a test case for our new dynamical framework, we study
the reaction 208Pb+208Pb at 158 GeV/nucleon energy
(
√
sNN = 17.3 GeV) measured at the CERN SPS at
various centralities [10], and for which electromagnetic
distortions were observed in the kinematical pion distri-
butions.
II. ABRASION MODELS
The first stage of the collision between two heavy ions
at ultra-relativistic energies (
√
sNN ≥ 5 GeV) is very
fast and energetic. As mentioned above, so far not much
attention was paid to the description of the spectator de-
cay. According to the suggested importance of the time
evolution of the latter [2] on pion trajectories, we fo-
cus on this aspect. Since the system considered in the
study (208Pb+208Pb) is symmetric, the de-excitation of
one remnant (from either the projectile, or the target),
only, has to be explicitly computed. The calculation can,
of course, easily be generalized to asymmetric entrance
channels.
Three different abrasion models are proposed includ-
ing, with increasing sophistication: a purely geometri-
cal and macroscopic picture based on the Liquid Drop
Model (LDM), the abrasion model ABRA of Gaimard
and Schmidt [8], and the microscopic theory of Glauber
[11]. The masses and excitation energies as predicted for
the heavy remnant (hereafter prefragment or spectator)
as a function of impact parameter in these three models
are first compared. Next, they are used as the input for
the calculation of its decay.
We note that the abrasion picture is valid for beam ve-
locities larger than the Fermi velocity. Its upper limit of
applicability was never tested to our knowledge. Thus,
the present work is also an interesting exploratory inves-
tigation in this respect.
A. Geometrical macroscopic approach
Right after the collision the spectator prefragment can
experience a very exotic shape, which relaxes quickly to-
wards a spherical configuration. In the here-proposed
simplest approach, the excitation energy of the prefrag-
ment is equal to the Liquid Drop deformation energy [4],
calculated as the difference between the liquid drop en-
ergy of the deformed and spherical shapes.
E∗ = ELDM (deformed spectator)
−ELDM (spherical spectator), (1)
The crucial point is the calculation of the surface en-
ergy of the possibly exotic prefragment shapes as a func-
tion of impact parameter b, defined as the distance be-
tween the centers of the colliding nuclei. Depending on
b, the way the aforementioned cut-off takes place may be
different. Three scenarios are considered for determin-
ing the shape of the remnant of the collision. Its volume
(equivalently, mass) is directly related to the number of
nucleon removed or ’abraded’, assuming a constant nu-
clear matter density. The Unchanged Charge Density
(UCD) assumption is further used to determine its neu-
tron and proton numbers according to: Ainitial/Zinitial =
Aspectator/Zspectator, where the subscript initial refers to
the projectile (equivalently, target).
Let us consider the simple geometrical situation of
a sphere cut off by a plane (hereafter ’sphere-plane’).
Then the final shape resembles a sphere without spher-
ical dome. The corresponding form can be described as
follows:
S(sphere) =
{
(ρ, z, φ) : 0 ≤ z ≤ R,
0 ≤ ρ ≤
√
R2 − z2, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi} . (2)
The spherical cap:
W =
{
(ρ, z, φ) : b ≤ z ≤ R,
0 ≤ ρ ≤
√
R2 − (b+ z)2, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi} . (3)
The deformed spectator:
Ω = S(sphere)/W ; . (4)
The volume of the spectator in ’sphere-plane’ scenario:
VΩ =
∫ ∫
S(sphere)/W
∫
dV (ρ, z, φ)
=
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ b
0
dz
∫ √R2−z2
0
dρ (5)
and the surface:
SΩ(b) = 2pi
∫ b
0
dz
√
R2 − z2 . (6)
The volume of the spherical cap:
VW =
∫ ∫
W
∫
dV (ρ, z, φ)
=
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ R
b
dz
∫ √R2−(b+z)2
0
ρdρ, (7)
where S is the surface of the sphere with radius R and
dS is a two-dimensional differential element of the sphere
volume. The surface of the sphere described by the func-
tion: x2+y2+z2 = R2 cut by the plane z = b is calculated
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FIG. 1: (Color on-line) Mass of the spectator produced in
three geometrical scenarios described in the text as a function
of the impact parameter for 208Pb+208Pb collisions.
as:
S(def) =
∫ ∫
D
√
1 +
(
∂z
∂x
)2
+
(
∂z
∂y
)2
dxdy
=
∫ √R2−b2
−√R2−b2
∫ √R2−b2−x2
−√R2−b2−x2
R√
R2 − x2 − y2 dydx,
(8)
where the impact parameter b spans the range (0, R) and
D is a projection of the sphere on the OXY plane.
The second geometrical situation we wish to consider
corresponds to two spheres that penetrate each other
(hereafter ’sphere-sphere’). Hence, the final shape looks
as a sphere without a double spherical dome like e.g. a
lens. Assuming that the two nuclei are identical, the sur-
face of the spectator prefragment will be similar to that
of the initial sphere, but its volume will be different.
The third geometrical situation considered in this work
takes, in an effective way, into account the dynamics of
the process. It is based on the idea that the collision
is very fast, and the nuclei interact with each other as
a finite-size bullet grazing a sphere, or said differently,
the projectile scraps the target with a cylinder (here-
after ’sphere-cylinder’). The shape obtained under this
assumption is rather exotic, complex to calculate geo-
metrically; though it seems to be most realistic for the
beam energies typical at the CERN SPS [12].
The equations governing the calculation of the afore-
mentioned three geometrical configurations, and namely
the surface, are detailed in Appendix A. Figure 1 presents
the dependence of the mass of the spectator prefragment
on the impact parameter in the 208Pb+208Pb collisions
for the three scenarios. Since, for a given impact param-
eter, the corresponding shapes have distinct volumes, the
remnant mass obtained in the three cases is different, as
well as its surface, neutron and proton numbers.
We note that, under the assumption that the nucleus
equilibrates its shape from deformed to spherical quickly
compared to the time of its decay, we neglect the explicit
treatment of the dynamics of this first shape relaxation
process. That is, for each impact parameter, the result-
ing prefragment mass, charge and excitation energy are
calculated based on geometrical considerations only, as
detailed below.
Once the shape of the spectator prefragment is es-
tablished for a given scenario and impact parameter, a
purely macroscopic picture is proposed in this work in or-
der to determine its excitation energy. It is assumed that
a sound estimate of the latter can be obtained from the
deformation energy as predicted by the LDM within the
sudden cut-off approximation. The Lublin-Strasbourg
Drop (LSD) model [13, 14] is used in this study. The
main contribution to the deformation energy of a nu-
cleus is given by the surface energy; the Coulomb and
curvature energies giving second-order corrections. In
this work, we therefore approximate the prefragment de-
formation energy with its surface energy. For a deformed
nucleus with mass A and charge Z, the LDM surface
energy reads:
Esurf.(A,Z; def) = bsurf. (1− κsurf.I2 )A2/3Bsurf.(def).
(9)
where I = (A−2Z)/A. The deformation-dependent term
is defined as the surface energy of the deformed body
normalized to that of a sphere of the same volume:
Bsurf.(def) =
S(def)
S(sphere)
. (10)
Details about the LDM formulas, and its LSD imple-
mentation and parameters can be found in Appendix B.
As introduced in this section, in the proposed simple
geometrical macroscopic abrasion model, the excitation
energy would be given by Eq. 1 where ELDM is approxi-
mated by Esurf in the LSD parameterization. According
to [15] the excitation energy derived from the surface-
energy excess of the deformed prefragment is too low.
Guided by the results of [16], in the present work, the ex-
citation energy considered in the framework of the purely
geometrical macroscopic approach is taken as two times
the value calculated with Eq. 1.
Figure 2 shows the excitation energy predicted by the
macroscopic approach for the three considered geomet-
rical scenarios, as a function of impact parameter (a),
and spectator mass (b). It is observed that, depending
on the geometrical abrasion hypothesis, the excitation
energy can have a rather different behavior, and take
substantially different values1. The largest excitation
energy is predicted for close-to-central collisions in the
’sphere-sphere’ picture, since the spectator object after
1 Preliminary results reported in [17] suffered from some technical
issue, yielding somewhat erroneous numerical values. Yet, the
issue, solved here, did not affect the main outcome and conclusion
of that work.
4the collision has the most curved and deformed shape.
The excitation energy expected within this model can
reach up to 500 MeV, where multifragmentation-like
processes are very likely to contribute. The ’sphere-
plane’ and ’sphere-cylinder’ scenarios predict excitation
energies below about 100 MeV and 150 MeV, respec-
tively, for semi-central collisions. This E∗ regime is
within the domain of applicability of the stochastic
Langevin approach restricted to the competition be-
tween evaporation and fission.
The correlation between prefragment mass and excita-
tion energy is crucial in the calculation of its time evo-
lution and decay. Note that, within the here-proposed
simplest geometrical macroscopic picture, the correspon-
dence between excitation energy and impact parameter
(equivalently, mass) is a one-to-one correspondence. Fur-
thermore, the angular momentum of the spectator pre-
fragment is assumed to be negligible; this approxima-
tion is reasonable for the present exploratory study, and
can be easily leveled-off in future. The black crosses in
Fig. 2 mark the prefragments which were selected for fur-
ther investigation of the geometrical macroscopic picture
and combined to the dynamical Langevin approach. The
’sphere-cylinder’ scenario is chosen for this investigation,
as it seems the most realistic assumption. The arrow at
b ≈ 10 fm in Fig. 2 a) indicates the impact parameter
considered in [2] for studying the influence of the specta-
tor electromagnetic field on pions.
We note that the predicted value of the prefragment
excitation energy can also be influenced by the specific
LDM parameterization used. This is illustrated in Fig. 3
which displays the correspondence between prefragment
mass and excitation energy for the ’sphere-cylinder’ sce-
nario, as obtained with most popular implementations of
the LDM. The largest excitation energies are predicted
by the Finite Range Liquid Drop Model with the latest
set of parameters (FRLDM, 2004 [20]), while the lowest
excitation energies are obtained with Moretto’s prescrip-
tion (Moretto, 2012 [21]). The LSD model used in this
work predicts values close to the lower boundary, hardly
exceeding 100 MeV. The spread in excitation energy de-
pending on the LDM used can reach 40 MeV. That shall
give an idea about the uncertainty range of the spec-
tator excitation energy predicted within the geometrical
macroscopic abrasion model proposed in this work.
B. Statistical abrasion model of Gaimard-Schmidt
The geometrical picture sketched above is also the ba-
sis of the abrasion model (ABRA) of Gaimard-Schmidt
[8] widely used in the field. For a given abraded mass,
the protons and neutrons are assumed to be removed
randomly from the projectile, and statistical fluctua-
tions given by the hyper-geometrical distribution yield
the neutron-to-proton ratio of the prefragment specta-
tor.
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FIG. 2: (Color on-line) Dependence of the prefragment exci-
tation energy for the three geometrical scenarios described in
the text, on impact parameter (a), and on mass (b). The ar-
row indicates the impact parameter considered in [2]. Crosses
in panel (b) mark the nuclei selected as typical examples for
further dynamical calculations.
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FIG. 3: (Color on-line) Dependence of the spectator pre-
fragment excitation energy on its mass for various LDM re-
alizations: Myers-Swiatecki, 1966 [18], FRLDM, 1979 [19],
FRLDM, 2004 [20], Moretto, 2012 [21], and LSD, 2004 [13].
A major difference as compared to the picture out-
lined in the previous section is that the calculation of
the prefragment excitation energy implemented in the
ABRA code is not based on a geometrical macroscopic
approach. Rather, it is given by the energy of the va-
cancies created in the single-particle (s.p.) levels with
respect to the Fermi surface [16]. In this sense, ABRA
accounts for microscopic effects in the entrance channel
of the reaction, contrary to the macroscopic picture of
5the previous section. The excitation energy computed
this way leads to higher values than those based on the
surface energy excess [8]. Though, comparison with ex-
periment suggests that the calculation based on s.p. lev-
els vacancies still gives a too low excitation energy. The
result was thus further empirically adjusted by multiply-
ing the theoretical value by a factor of two [16]. This is
what is implemented in ABRA. The deviation between
the theoretical calculation and the empirically adjusted
value may be due to friction effects or final-state inter-
actions [8, 15, 16]. The angular momentum of the pre-
fragment in ABRA is calculated as the sum of the angular
momenta of the nucleons removed in the collision [22].
To describe the entire reaction, from the early collision
up to the final cold products are reached, the ABRA
code is usually combined with the statistical evapora-
tion model ABLA [9]. In its most general form, the
ABRABLA code consists of three stages: (1) abrasion
(ABRA), (2) if the temperature of the remnant after
abrasion is above a limiting value (around 4.5 MeV), the
system breaks up in several more or less heavy intermedi-
ate products [23], (3) de-excitation (ABLA) of the heavy
remnants from stage (1) or (1)+(2). We note that in the
first stage of the reaction, the code considers that abra-
sion can be induced by, either nuclear or electromagnetic,
interactions. The latter are confined to large impact pa-
rameters, and their probability increases with the charge
of the colliding ions. They involve small, below about
30 MeV, excitation energy. We finally emphasize that
ABRABLA computes the decay of the heavy-ion remnant
of the collision, only. The decay of the nuclear matter in
the overlapping zone is not followed.
In the remainder of this work, unless explicitly spec-
ified, we consider only those events from ABRABLA
which do not pass by stage (2); that is, the very-highly
excited prefragments experiencing a break-up process
prior ’standard’ de-excitation are excluded. Events with
IMF emission are not considered neither, as well as
we do overlook electromagnetic-induced reactions. All
in all, we restrict to those events which undergo most
’standard’ low-energy de-excitation process, leading to,
either evaporation of light particles and formation of
a heavy evaporation residue (ER), or fission possibly
accompanied by light-particle emission. This restriction
is chosen in order to permit most meaningful comparison
with the Langevin calculations detailed later below,
and which model the ER and fission channels, only.
We emphasize that this selection excludes very central
collisions. That is welcome also, since the geometrical
abrasion picture outlined above makes certainly most
sense for the more peripheral collisions. Finally, the
study of Ref. [2] about the influence of spectator-induced
electromagnetic fields on pion trajectories was done for
b ≈ 10.5 fm, belonging to the peripheral collision domain.
Figure 4 shows the correlation between the prefrag-
ment excitation energy and mass (a), and the prefrag-
ment excitation energy and impact parameter (b) as pre-
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FIG. 4: (Color on-line) Correlation between the prefragment
excitation energy on its mass (a), and on impact parameter
(b) for events ending with the formation of a single heavy
ER, or with fission, as predicted by the ABRABLA code.
For comparison, the correlation compted in the geometrical
macroscopic model for the ’sphere-cylinder’ is shown again.
dicted with ABRABLA. Events ending in fission or the
survival of a single heavy evaporation residue are shown
separately. The full line displays again the dependence
of the excitation energy on mass and impact parameter,
respectively, as determined with the geometrical ’sphere-
cylinder’ picture in the previous section. It is clear that
ABRA gives much higher excitation energies than the
geometrical macroscopic calculation, as shown already in
Ref. [8]. The geometrical calculation extends down to
the lowest prefragment masses (see also Fig. 2b), while
such events are not present for ABRA as they usually
imply passage through the break-up stage (2) which we
disregard.
In the present work, in addition to analyzing the pre-
dictions of the ABRABLA code as such, we also construct
a ’hybrid’ model, by using the results of ABRA as an in-
put for the dynamical calculations within the Langevin
approach presented below. That will permit to investi-
gate the influence of i) the modeling of the prefragment
properties in the abrasion stage, and ii) the difference
between the de-excitation path based on a statistical or
dynamical model.
The ABRABLA code has shown successful over a wide
beam energy range from about 100 to several thousands
of MeV/nucleon. To our knowledge, it was never tested
in the ultra-relativistic energy domain of this work. As
6mentioned above, the ABRA stage may implicitly im-
ply some degree of friction between the colliding nuclei.
Whether friction is still present at ultra-relativistic ve-
locities is not obvious. Hence, any attempt to probe the
upper energy limit for the validity of the ideas behind
ABRA is worthy consideration. The exploratory work
done here suggests these ideas to be rather robust, as
will be seen further below.
C. Microscopic Glauber abrasion model
At relativistic beam energy, the abrasion cross section
is most often computed, like in the two previous sections,
assuming a geometrical picture for the impact parameter
distribution. A more elaborate prescription was proposed
with the Glauber theory of multiple scattering [11]. The
Glauber model is a microscopic approach which uses the
matter densities calculated for protons and neutrons re-
moved from the nucleus. The nuclear matter densities are
obtained from the Woods-Saxon potential, or any other
s.p. potential. In the present work, the Hartree-Fock-
Bogolyubov (HFB) method is used assuming a spherical
shape for 208Pb [24].
The abrasion cross section from the Glauber model has
the form:
σiabr(N) =
(
A
N
)
2pi
∫ bmax
0
bdb (1− Pi(b))N (Pi(b))Ai−N ,
(11)
where Ai is the mass number of one of the colliding nuclei
(indexed i, j), N is the number of abraded nucleons and
Pi(~b) =
∫
d2Di(~s) exp(−AjσNNDj(~s+~b)) (12)
with i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j. The density function of the
colliding nuclei is
Di(~s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dzρi(~s, z). (13)
We take σNN=40 mb for practical calculations, and
the HFB neutron/proton densities are used to calculate
D(~s) and P (~b).
In Fig. 5 the impact parameter distribution (equiva-
lently, abrasion cross section) as predicted by the Glauber
model is compared to the purely geometrical picture. Up
to b=10 fm the Glauber distribution coincides with the
latter, before it drops to zero at higher impact parame-
ters.
As for the prefragment excitation energy, in our im-
plementation of the Glauber model, either the Gaimard-
Schmidt [8, 16], or the Ericson [25] approach can be used.
Depending on this choice, the mean excitation energy
imparted to the remnant ranges from 10 to 20 MeV per
abraded nucleon. The excitation energy in our Glauber
model is then taken as:
Eexc = N∆E , (14)
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FIG. 6: (Color on-line) Correlation between the spectator
mass and impact parameter of the collision as obtained from
the Glauber formula (Eq. 11).
where N is the number of abraded nucleons, which makes
sense provided that N  A, i.e. the number of holes is
small, as it is the case in peripheral collisions. For prac-
tical calculations we consider ∆E = 10 MeV. The cor-
relation between the prefragment excitation energy and
its mass is displayed in Fig. 6. When compared to the
geometrical (Fig. 1) and ABRA (Fig. 4) results, our im-
plementation of the Glauber approach yields a less steep
decrease of prefragment mass with decreasing impact pa-
rameter, and leads to lower excitation energies.
7III. DYNAMICAL DECAY OF THE
SPECTATOR PREFRAGMENT
To describe the decay of the hot remnant formed in
the abrasion stage, a statistical model is most commonly
used. In the present work, we propose to innovatively
extended the description of the second (ablation) stage
with a dynamical model.
The time evolution of the fissioning nucleus is de-
scribed within the stochastic approach [26–28]. Most
relevant degrees of freedom are introduced as collective
coordinates, and their evolution with time is treated as
the motion of Brownian particles, which interact stochas-
tically with the larger number of internal degrees of free-
dom constituting a surrounding ’heat bath’. The de-
tails of the approach can be found in [29], and references
therein; only the main features are given below.
In the present implementation of the stochastic
method, four collective coordinates are considered. Three
out of them define the shape of the nucleus, while the
fourth defines its orientation in space. The coordinates
q = (q1, q2, q3) are connected to, respectively, elongation,
neck thickness and left-right asymmetry [30, 31]. They
are based on the popular Funny-Hills (c, h, α) nuclear-
shape parameterization [32]. The collective coordinate
q4=K is taken as the projection of the angular momen-
tum L of the nucleus onto the fission axis, varying in the
range (-L,+L). In the present work, whenever the dy-
namical stage is combined with the geometrical macro-
scopic or the Glauber abrasion models, the angular mo-
mentum imparted to the heavy remnant is not evaluated,
and L is set to zero in first approximation. The dynam-
ical calculation is hence three-dimensional, only. On the
contrary, when the dynamical stage is fed with the input
from the ABRA abrasion model, the angular momen-
tum is directly taken from ABRA. The second stage is
then effectively a four-dimensional calculation. 2 Within
the present stochastic approach, the time evolution of the
shape coordinates is given by the solution of the Langevin
equation:
dqi
dt
=
∑
j
µij(~q)pj ,
dpi
dt
= −1
2
∑
j,k
dµij(~q)
dqi
pjpk − dF (~q)
dqi
−
∑
j,k
γij(~q)µij(~q)pk +
∑
j
θij(~q)ξj(t), (15)
for q the vector of collective coordinates, and p the vec-
tor of conjugate momenta. The evolution is governed
2 The difference in angular-momentum treatment depending on
the abrasion model has no significant influence on the observables
of our study, as the angular momentum imparted to the heavy
prefragment remains limited to a few ~ on average [8].
by driving potential, friction and inertia forces, all ex-
plicit functions of deformation. A similar equation, with
some variation to take the specificity of this model into
account, holds for q4=K [29].
The driving potential is given by the F(q) = V(q) −
a(q)T2 Helmholtz free energy, where the bare potential
energy V(q) is obtained from the LSD model, and T is
the temperature of the decaying system. The inertia ten-
sor mij(q) is calculated under the Werner-Wheeler ap-
proximation of an incompressible irrotational flow [33].
The friction tensor γij(q) is derived from the one-body
wall-plus-window prescription [34] modified in order to
account properly for chaocity of the nucleon movement
inside the deformed nucleus [35]. Fluctuations are mod-
eled by the random force θij related to friction by the
Einstein relation
∑
θikθkj = Tγij. The temperature of
the system T is determined by the Fermi-gas model for-
mula
T = (Eint/a)
1/2, (16)
where Eint is the internal excitation energy of the nucleus,
and a is the level-density parameter.
Along its dynamical evolution the system may evap-
orate particles and γ-rays. The Master equation gov-
erning this process is coupled to the multi-dimensional
Langevin equation [36]. Both set of equations are solved
together within a Monte Carlo framework [30] time-step
by time-step (∆t = 10−23s). At each step, the proper-
ties of the decaying system (in mass, charge, excitation
energy, and angular momentum wherever applicable) are
recalculated taking into account its possible change of
shape, or evaporation of a particle. If the nucleus, along
its trajectory, is driven to a very elongated and necked-
in shape, it splits into two fragments, i.e. fission occurs.
Any particle emitted before this so-called scission point
is then denominated ’pre-scission’ particle. On the con-
trary, if the nucleus exhausts its excitation energy before
reaching a scission shape, it ends in the state of a heavy
evaporation residue (ER).
Figure 7 shows the fission barrier of some specific
heavy nuclei as a function of their left-right shape
asymmetry and their temperature. The T -dependent
barrier is defined as the difference between the free
energy at the saddle point and at the equilibrium
ground state. It represents the energy the nucleus
has to possess in order to have a chance (classically)
to fission. This threshold energy clearly depends on
the how the nucleus splits ı.e. in fragments of either
equal or different size. For example, the topography of
the maps in Fig. 7 suggests that 100Y will most likely
fission into asymmetric fragments independent of the
temperature (as the barrier to overcome is lower for q3
non zero), while the heavier systems of the figure will
most often experience symmetric fission. We note also
that increasing temperature usually induces broader
fragment mass (equivalently, charge) distributions, as
suggested by the softer driving potential landscapes in
the q3 asymmetry direction when T is larger, as well as
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due to larger fluctuations.
The dynamical approach is aimed to model the second
stage of the collision. In the present work, it is com-
bined to the three abrasion models of Section II, leading
to three different reaction softwares, called LSD-Lang,
Glauber-Lang, and ABRA-Lang, respectively. For sake
of comparison, calculations with the ABRABLA code
will be presented as well, in which the ABRA abrasion
model is combined to its companion decayl model ABLA.
The latter has shown very powerful in describing the com-
petition between the various open decay channels (evapo-
ration and fission for the concern of this work), as well as
the properties (mass, charge, energy) of the light-particle
and heavy residue or fission fragment products. As com-
pared to other statistical models, ABLA possesses some
specific assets. These comprise a parameterization of the
fission-decay width which accounts to some extend and in
an effective way for friction effects along the path to fis-
sion, and the explicitly account of an elaborate empirical
potential landscape for the determination of fission frag-
ment properties [9]. Though, like any statistical model,
the ABLA software does not give a direct access to a true
time for the decay.
IV. RESULTS
A. Geometrical macroscopic abrasion coupled to
dynamical decay
As noted in Section II A, in the geometrical macro-
scopic picture, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween impact parameter, spectator mass and charge, and
excitation energy (A, Z, E∗). In the present work, for
the LSD-Lang combination, we consider a few prefrag-
ments, only. It is hoped that the restriction to some
cases permits to better understand which region of the
initial (A, Z, E∗) phase space contributes to a specific re-
gion of the populated final products. The selected nuclei
are marked with black crosses in Fig. 2: 194Os, 181Lu,
168Dy, 152Nd, 142Ba, 128Sn, 100Y, and 64Mn, formed in
collisions with impact parameter decreasing from around
12 to 4 fm. The initial excitation energy is below 150
9MeV (’sphere-cylinder’ scenario), increasing roughly lin-
early with increasing abraded mass, see Fig. 2 (b).
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Figure 8 presents the charge distribution of the ERs
produced along the decay of the considered prefragments.
The integral under the curves reflects the ER channel
probability; it decreases with increasing abraded mass
due to the increasing excitation energy and thus en-
hanced fission probability. However, the magnitude of
the difference is very small, since ER decay largely domi-
nates (see further below). Note that weighting by the im-
pact parameter distribution is not included at this step.
With increasing abraded mass, the maximum of the ER
distribution is observed to shift away from the charge
of the prefragment, leading to a progressive change in
the shape of the distribution. This is, of course, due to
the increased probability of charged-particle evaporation
with increasing prefragment E∗ and, to lesser extend,
decreasing mass.
The charge distribution populated in the fission
channel (complementary to ER) is shown in Fig. 9,
again for the sample of selected prefragments. Note
that, here, the presented yields do not reflect the fission
probability; curves were arbitrarily displaced vertically
for clarity. While fission of the heaviest prefragments
is symmetric (centered around about half the charge
of the prefragment), the fission partition becomes
progressively asymmetric (the two fragments are not of
equal charge) with increasing abraded mass. The shape
of the distributions roughly reflect the topography of the
energy landscapes presented in Fig. 7: for 100Y with a
mean temperature at scission < Tsc >=2.91 MeV,
142Ba
with < Tsc >=2.18 MeV,
168Dy with < Tsc >=1.73
MeV, and 194Os with < Tsc >=1.17 MeV. The lower
the energy, the more favored the corresponding q3
partition. This change in the shape of the fragment
charge (equivalently, mass) distribution illustrates the
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signature of the Businaro-Gallone (BG) transition,
located between Sn and Ba in the present temperature
regime [37] for the LSD model.
A summary of the properties of the prefragment decay
is given in Fig. 10: the fission probability and number
of particles (n, p, α, d, t) emitted along the decay in
the ER and fission channels are displayed as a function
of spectator mass. The increase of the fission probability
with increasing abraded mass is due to the corresponding
increase in prefragment excitation energy. Though, it is
to be noted that the fission probability remains small in
all cases (below a few %) due to the low fissility of nu-
clei situated below Pb. Independent of the decay channel
(ER or fission) the multiplicities of the emitted particles
also increases from 194Os to 64Mn, reflecting again the
increasing excitation of the product left after abrasion.
The variation of the neutron multiplicity (panel b) tends
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FIG. 10: (Color on-line) Fission probability and mean multiplicities of neutrons, protons, α particles, deuterons and tritons
emitted along the deexcitation of the excited spectator on its way to either formation of an evaporation residue (green triangles),
or fission (green squares). The average multiplicities, irrespective of the decay channel, are shown also (orange dots).
though to develop a plateau with decreasing spectator
mass. This is related to the increasing competition of
charged-particle emission (panels c to f) for higher exci-
tation and lighter systems, and which takes away a part
of the energy available for neutron evaporation. Finally,
it is observed that more particles (of any kind) are emit-
ted in the ER channel than in the fission channel. The
reason behind this difference is the energy required by
the system to overcome the (large) fission barrier, which
energy is then not available any more for evaporation.
We show also in Fig. 10 the average multiplicities inde-
pendent of the decay channel. They are, of course, very
close to those obtained when selecting the ER channel,
since the latter widely dominates. It is customary in the-
oretical work in the low energy domain (below about 10
MeV/nucleon) to analyze the ER and fission channels
separately, since they are usually tagged in experiment.
However, in studies at ultra-relativistic energies, exper-
imental information about the decay of the spectator is
very scarce as discussed above. In addition, according
to the high velocity-boost of the projectile, all products
(heavy and light) are strongly forward focused and mov-
ing fast. Discriminating particles from the ER and fis-
sion channels is therefore very difficult, and was not at-
tempted yet to our knowledge. Hence, it is the average
multiplicity, irrespective of the fate of the spectator, that
is most useful for comparison with experiment on particle
multiplicities wherever available.
B. Gaimard-Schmidt abrasion coupled to
dynamical decay and comparison with ABRABLA
As noted earlier, the output of the abrasion model
based of Refs. [8, 16], in terms of prefragment mass,
charge, excitation energy and angular momentum, is
used as input for the dynamical code, and is referred
to as ABLA-Lang. Combining the predictions by the
LSD-Lang and ABRA-Lang softwares will permit to shed
light on the influence of the first stage of the reaction.
The predictions are further compared to the results of
the ABRABLA code, yielding information, in this case,
about the second stage.
The outcome of ABRA-Lang and ABRABLA is gath-
ered in Fig. 11 for the charge distribution for which
experimental data exist for [38, 39] for the 208Pb (158
GeV/nucleon) +208Pb collision. Figures 11 (a) and (b)
restrict, respectively, to the ER and fission channel, while
(c) includes both channels. Note that, since ABRA-
Lang uses the input file produced by ABRA, it auto-
matically considers the same impact parameter distribu-
tion as ABRABLA. The ER charge is observed to ex-
tend to much smaller values in ABRABLA as compared
to ABRA-Lang. On the contrary, the fission-fragment
charge distribution scans a wider domain for ABRA-Lang
than for ABRABLA. The fission-fragment charge distri-
bution is Gaussian-like and well localized for ABRABLA,
suggesting that fission is mainly populated by the de-
cay of heavy prefragments with Z from about 60 to
80. The heaviest, lowly excited, and lightest, very ex-
cited, prefragments experience, respectively, very short
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FIG. 11: (Color on-line) Charge distribution of the evapora-
tion residues (a) and fission fragments (b) obtained with the
ABRA-Lang (dashed line) and ABRABLA (full line) codes.
Weighting by the impact parameter distribution predicted by
ABRA is performed in both cases. The integral distributions
including ER and fission channels are shown in (c); normaliza-
tion to absolute cross sections is performed using the nuclear-
induced reaction cross section extracted in experiment [38].
The total distribution predicted by the ABRABLA code,
with no event selection (that is, including electromagnetic-
induced interactions, and break-up processes) is displayed as
well with the dash-dotted curve; absolute normalization is di-
rectly taken from the total reaction cross section predicted by
ABRABLA. Experimental data are from Refs. [38, 39].
and long evaporation cascades. On the other hand, in
ABRA-Lang, the light prefragments at the high excita-
tion predicted by ABRA undergo fission. This explains
the non-symmetric shape of the ABRA-Lang distribution
in Fig. 11 (b) which results from the convolution of the
individual distributions of Fig. 9.
The comparison between various observables com-
monly investigated in the field is given in Table I. The
average fission probability presented in Table I shows
indeed a huge increase between LSD-Lang and ABRA-
TABLE I: ER and fission observables as predicted by
the LSD-Lang (’sphere-cylinder’ scenario), ABRA-Lang and
ABRABLA codes for 208Pb (158 GeV/nucleon) +208Pb. All
calculations use the impact parameter distribution predicted
by ABRA, and averaging is performed over all products in
the ER (respectively, fission) channel. The listed quantities
correspond to the fission probability Pf , number of light par-
ticles emitted in each channel: multiplicities of pre-scission
neutrons, protons and α’s (npre, ppre, αpre), and of the parti-
cles leading to a cold ER (nER, pER, αER). The fission time
tf is given also.
LSD-Lang ABRA-Lang
Pf 0.00014 0.01879
npre 3.0035 15.0651
nER 6.9075 16.264
ppre 0.0208 2.586
pER 0.0953 1.9427
αpre 0.0099 0.590
αER 0.0530 0.572
tf , 10
−21s 11.272 14.636
Lang, due to the larger prefragment spectator excitation.
These observations shows that the Langevin code pre-
dicts more fission in light systems, than the statistical
ABLA model. One reason for explaining this difference
may be the parameterization of the empirical potential
used in ABLA, adjusted to fission of heavy nuclei, and
which may not be best-suited any more around and be-
low the BG transition. Another reason of the difference
may be related to dissipation effects. Elucidating the in-
tricate interplay of these (and others) possible reasons is
beyond the scope of this work.
The substantial difference between the light-particle mul-
tiplicities predicted by LSD-Lang and ABRA-Lang di-
rectly reflects the difference in initial excitation energy as
depending on the abrasion model. A larger fission time
for ABRA-Lang is connected to the time required to emit
more particles before fission. It is not easy to trace back
at this stage, as it additionally includes an averaging over
prefragments with different yields in each channel, de-
pending on the model, as discussed above around Fig. 11
(b).
Finally, in Fig. 11 (c) we display the sum of the ER
and fission channels as predicted by ABRA-Lang and
ABRABLA. Normalization to absolute cross sections is
performed with the nuclear-induced reaction cross sec-
tion extracted in experiment [38]. The rather remarkable
description of the shape of the experimental distribution
with ABRABLA (red full line) in the region where the
ER and fission dominate is noteworthy. The description
by ABRA-Lang (green dashed line) is very encouraging,
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having in mind its dynamical framework, which is con-
fronted to such kind of data in a ’brute-force’ manner
here for the first time.
We overlay also in Fig. 11 (c) the prediction by
the ABRABLA code (blue dash-dotted line), including
all types of interactions (nuclear- and electromagnetic-
induced), all kinds of decay channels (ER, fission, with
or without break-up, IMF emission), and normalized
with the ABRABLA-predicted total reaction cross sec-
tion. Inclusion of electromagnetic-induced reactions im-
proves the description close to the projectile mass, as ex-
pected, while break-up and IMF contribute to enhance
the yields of lighter products. The overall description
of ABRABLA is very good. So far, the achievement of
the code was studied in detail and demonstrated power-
ful at relativistic beam energy. To our knowledge, this is
the first time that it is tested at ultra-relativistic energy,
showing good extrapolation property.
C. Reaction time scales and possible connection
with pion electromagnetic effects
In Ref. [2] it is proposed that the distortion observed
in the positively- and negatively-charged pion spectra
is caused by the electromagnetic field generated by the
heavy spectators moving at relativistic velocity, provided
that these live long enough. In this context, one of the
main assets of dynamical calculations used in this work
is the possibility to predict the decay time of the excited
spectator, including the time scale (and sequence) of the
light particles emitted along its decay, it i.e. the time
taken to either reach a cold ER or to fission into two
fragments.
As noted earlier, the main decay channel of the excited
spectators formed in lead on lead collisions is found to
be the formation of a heavy residue. From Table I we
see that the corresponding events are characterized by
emission of neutrons mainly3). That is, the collision
leads to two highly-charged residues, in the vicinity
of the pions produced by fireball or from fire-streak
at the SPS energies. These residues live long enough
to interact electromagnetically with pions. For the
remaining events, i.e. when fission occurs, much smaller
product charges are reached. That can reduce elec-
tromagnetic effects on pions, except when the system
lives long-enough before splitting into two parts. The
Langevin approach is particularly suited to investigate
the fission time scale. In Fig. 12 the mean fission time
is displayed as a function of prefragment mass in the
rest frame of the spectator system4, as obtained with
3 The charge of the ER is in 90% of the cases above 70, independent
of the models used (note the logarithmic scale in Fig. 11 (a)
4 The corresponding time in the overall center-of-mass system is
larger due to Lorentz dilatation by about a factor of 10, see left-
side y-axis.
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as output from the Langevin calculation, in the fission frame,
and which is transformed to the overall center-of-mass time on
the left-side y-axis. Horizontal lines indicate the mean fission
time averaged over all spectators for the LSD-Lang (green
dashed) and ABRA-Lang (orange full) codes.
the LSD-Lang code (’sphere-cylinder’ scenario). Longer
times for the heavier prefragments are due to the smaller
excitation energy in peripheral collisions. Also given is
the mean time averaged over all spectators (horizontal
lines) as obtained with the LSD-Lang and ABRA-Lang
(< tf >LSD−Lang and < tf >ABRA−Lang, respectively).
The predicted fission time in the rest-frame of the spec-
tator is in the range 50-3000 fm/c, and even longer for
very peripheral collisions. After Lorentz transformation,
this yields an overall center-of-mass time τCM of the
colliding nuclei which is enough to guarantee long-lasting
electromagnetic interactions between the spectators and
the pions ejected from the quark-gluon plasma. In the
numerical simulations of the electromagnetic effects the
trajectories are followed till τCM ∼ 1000 fm/c.
The time measured in the spectator reference frame
can be transformed to the overall center-of-mass system
(right y-scale in Fig. 12) as:
τCM =
tspec√
1− β2spec
, (17)
where βspec is the relativistic velocity of the specta-
tor in the overall center-of-mass system. We assume:
βspec = βAi/CM , where the latter is velocity of the pro-
jectile/target in the overall CM system. Then:
βspec =
√
s/4−m2N√
s/2
. (18)
For the maximal NA49 energy
√
sNN = 17.3 GeV we
get βspec = 0.9942 and the dilatation factor is of about
10. The spectators could live even more than 40000 fm/c.
Thus, we conclude that the spectator systems, what-
ever the final fate is (ER or fission), live long enough to
cause the electromagnetic effect observed in [40, 41].
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models combined with the same Langevin decay code, for the
restricted range of impact parameter b ∈ (10-11) fm.
In the experiments such as NA49 or NA61 the collid-
ing heavy ions have energy 2 GeV ≤ √sNN ≤ 17.3 GeV.
The experiments at SPS concentrate on measuring ra-
pidity and transverse momentum distributions of pions,
kaons, nucleons, etc. They can also measure residues of
the collisions in very forward direction (see e.g. [38, 39]).
So far such measurements are done independently. We
do not know whether they can be done in coincidence
which would provide new information on how the par-
ticipant and spectator systems are correlated. Also, it
could enlight the predictions of this work.
D. Decay at specific impact parameter
The investigation of Ref. [2] about the influence of the
spectator electromagnetic field on pion trajectories was
performed at fixed impact parameter b ≈ 10.5 fm. In this
paragraph we therefore sort the calculations according to
impact parameter. In practice, we do restrict to those
predictions corresponding to b ∈ (10-11) fm.
The outcome of the first abrasion stage, in terms of
prefragment properties, is very different depending on
the abrasion model used. In the geometrical macro-
scopic picture (’sphere-cylinder scenario’), the prefrag-
ment predicted in this impact parameter slice is peaked
around 181Lu with an excitation energy slightly less than
100 MeV. For the Glauber model, very few nucleons are
removed: the remnant is sharply centered around 206Pb
with E∗ ∈ (20-50) MeV. Finally, according to ABRA, the
prefragment mass is characterized by a wider distribution
around A ≈ 170, similar to the geometrical macroscopic
approach, but with a much larger (E∗ above 500 MeV).
The outcome of the three abrasion models were com-
bined with the Langevin code in order to compute the
decay of the hot prefragments, as explained in the previ-
ous section, and then sorted according to b ∈ (10-11) fm.
The resulting distributions for the final product charge
are shown in Fig. 13. Whereas ER dominate the distribu-
tion for LSD-Lang and Glauber-Lang, fission is the main
decay channel for ABRA-Lang, due to the much higher
excitation energy involved. The fission time amounts to
τspec ∼1792 fm/c, ∼471 fm/c, and ∼711273 fm/c for
LSD-Lang, ABRA-Lang and Glauber-Lang, respectively.
All these times are sufficiently large for the electromag-
netic effects predicted in Ref. [2] to be active and affect
the trajectory of the pions emitted from the fireball. That
is, for those events which do not produce a final heavily-
charged ER, and for which fission instead takes place, the
decay by fission is slow enough for having at hand a still
very heavy charge for quite some time and which influ-
ences the pion trajectories and momentum distributions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The decay of the heavy excited spectator remnants
produced in peripheral heavy-ion collisions at ultra-
relativistic energies, and which has received a poor
attention so far, is investigated with an innovative
theoretical framework. Within the picture of the
well-established two-stage reaction scenario, three
abrasion models - borrowed from the relativistic beam
energy domain, were combined with a dynamical model
based on the stochastic Langevin approach - popular
in the physics at Coulomb barrier energies for model-
ing the competition between evaporation and fission.
Statistical-model calculations with the ABRABLA code,
which software has shown very powerful for collisions of
relativistic heavy ions, are considered as well.
Comparison between various model combinations for the
first and second stage of the reaction allows to study the
influence of the predicted prefragment spectator mass
and excitation energy after abrasion, as well as the influ-
ence of the modeling of the excited prefragment decay, on
the final product charge distribution. The ABRABLA
code is observed to describe the corresponding avail-
able experimental data rather well, demonstrating its
good extrapolation properties in the ultra-relativistic
domain where it was never tested. Also, the dynamical
calculation computed within the Langevin approach,
and combined with a reasonable abrasion model, shows
a rather promising tool for modeling the decay of the
heaviest spectators produced in peripheral collisions.
The main asset of the here-proposed Langevin approach
lies in the possibility to predict the time evolution of
the spectator, in contrast to purely statistical codes.
Recent theoretical studies suggest that understanding
this evolution may be crucial to consistently explain the
pion spectra observed in the energy domain typical of
the future CERN SPS or RHIC facilities. The time scale
for the decay of the spectator predicted with our new
theoretical framework within this field is consistent with
the presence of a heavy system that lives long enough
to impact the trajectory of the pions from the fireball
region by its strong electromagnetic field.
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The present work shows the widespread potential for
the implementation of the stochastic Langevin approach.
At Coulomb barrier energies, the method was success-
fully used to get insight into nuclear dynamics, and more
specifically friction of nuclear matter [29, 30, 42]. The
approach also demonstrated to be a pre-requisite tool for
un-ambiguously understanding the dynamics and subtle
time evolution of nuclei across the Businaro-Gallone tran-
sition [37]. This exploratory work suggests that it can be
an interesting approach for the ultra-relativistic energy
community for describing the fate of peripheral collisions.
Beside the aspect of pion trajectory mentioned in this
work, combining such studies with work on abrasion-
induced reactions at relativistic energy may also be a
relevant playground to investigate the disappearance of
friction effects in the entrance channel of the reaction
with increasing beam energy. The latter is expected to
lead to lower excitation energy of the spectator, which
would surely affect its time evolution and decay.
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Appendix A: Surface and volume calculations
• The volume of the sphere with radius Rsphere =
1.2A1/3 fm:
Vsphere(Rsphere) =
4
3
piR3sphere, (A1)
with the surface of the sphere:
Ssphere(Rsphere) = 4piR
2
sphere. (A2)
• The volume of the spherical cap reads:
Vcap(b) = pih
2(b)Rsphere − pi
3
h3, (A3)
where h(b) is the height of the cap; a(b) - radius
of the cap. b - impact parameter. The analytical
formula for the surface of the spherical reads:
Scap(b) = 2pih(b)Rsphere. (A4)
• For the ’sphere-plane’ (s-p) scenario the surface and
the volume are:
Ss−p(b) = Ssphere − Scap(b) + a2(b)pi, (A5)
V s−p(b) = Vsphere − Vcap(b). (A6)
• For the ’sphere-sphere’ (s-s) scenario the surface
and the volume are:
Ss−s(b) = Ssphere, (A7)
V s−s(b) = Vsphere − 2Vcap(b). (A8)
The impact parameter is:
bs−p(b) = 2Rsphere − h (A9)
bs−s(b) = 2(Rsphere − h) (A10)
• The ’sphere-cylinder’ (s-c) scenario is more com-
plicated as there are no corresponding analytical
formulas.
Our method to obtain the surface and volume of
the spectator are presented below.
Let us consider characteristic points shown in
Fig. 14:
x1 = R1 +R2 − b (center of cylinder), (A11)
x2 = x1 −R2 = R1 − b (A12)
position of the inner surface for z = 0,
x3 =
R21 −R22 + x21
2x1
, (A13)
position of extremal meeting point ′sphere− cylinder′
z3 =
√
R21 − x23, (A14)
position of crossing point of sphere and cylinder.
The deformed spectator is cut in the z direction
with slices of ∆z long. In the plane (x,y) the shape
of the slice looks like the circle without circular
sector. The length of the chord, can be estimated
with angle θ
ρ(z) = ρzi =
√
R21 − z2i , (A15)
radius of the shell for various z− coordinates,
y3 =
√
ρ2zi − x3, (A16)
sin (θi/2) =
y3
ρzi
, (A17)
angle of the circular segment.
The surface of the deformed spectator:
Siner.surf.(b) =
∑
i
2y3∆z, (A18)
Scirc.seg.(b) =
ρ2zi
2
(θi − sin θi), (A19)
Ss−c(b) =
∑
i
(ρzi + ρz(i−1))(1− θi)∆z, (A20)
V s−c(b) =
∑
i
(piρ2zi− Siner.surf.(b))∆z, (A21)
where: Scirc.seg. surface of circular segment,
Siner.surf. is the surface of contact plane between
the sphere and the cylinder.
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FIG. 14: The cuts of the sphere in various planes. The red circle present the spectator-target, blue-projectile, green- one layer
in z-direction.
• The radius of a reference sphere (after collapsing
deformed spectator):
Rs−p(b) =
(
3V s−p(b)
4pi
)1/3
, (A22)
Rs−s(b) =
(
3V s−s(b)
4pi
)1/3
, (A23)
Rs−c(b) =
(
3V s−c(b)
4pi
)1/3
. (A24)
The surface of the reference spheres:
Ss−pspect(b) =
4
3
pi(Rs−p(b))3, (A25)
Ss−sspect(b) =
4
3
pi(Rs−s(b))3, (A26)
Ss−cspect(b) =
4
3
pi(Rs−c(b))3. (A27)
• The geometrical surface factor, which enters into
the deformation energy formula (Eq. (B1)), repeat-
ing Eq. (B6):
Bsurf.(def) =
S(def)
S(sphere)
. (A28)
For the different scenarios considered:
Bs−psurf.(b) =
Ss−p(b)
Ss−pspect(b)
, (A29)
Bs−ssurf.(b) =
Ss−s(b)
Ss−sspect(b)
, (A30)
Bs−csurf.(b) =
Ss−c(b)
Ss−cspect(b)
. (A31)
(A32)
• The radius of the new sphere, its surface and geo-
metrical factor can be written for i = p, s, c as:
Rs−i(b) =
(
3V s−i(b)
4pi
)1/3
, (A33)
Ss−ispect(b) =
4
3
pi(Rs−i(b))3, (A34)
Bs−isurf.(b) =
Ss−i(b)
Ss−ispect(b)
. (A35)
(A36)
• Also the estimation of the mass and charge of the
spectator for i = p, s, c is calculated as:
As−i(b) = APb
V s−i(b)
Vsphere
, (A37)
Zs−i(b) = ZPb
V s−i(b)
Vsphere
. (A38)
Appendix B: Details of the Lublin-Strasbourg Drop
model
The macroscopic energy from the Lublin-Strasbourg
Drop (LSD) model [13, 14] used in this context has the
following form for nucleus with the mass number A and
charge Z:
Etotal(A,Z; def) = E(A,Z) + ECoul.(A,Z; def)
+ Esurf. (A,Z; def)
+ Ecurv.(A,Z; def),(B1)
where def are the deformation parameters depending on
the chosen parametrization of the shape. Above we find
ECoul.(A,Z; def) - deformation-dependent Coulomb elec-
trostatic energy term, the surface, Esurf.(A,Z; def), and
curvature, Ecurv.(A,Z; def) terms. The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (B1) denotes by definition the com-
bined deformation-independent terms:
E(A,Z) = ZMH + (A− Z)Mn − 0.00001433Z2.39
+ Evol.(A,Z) + Econg.(A,Z), (B2)
where the term proportional to Z2.39 is the binding en-
ergy of the electrons whereas the other two terms rep-
resent Z masses of the Hydrogen atom and (A − Z)
16
masses of the neutron, respectively. The deformation-
independent congruence energy term is Econg.(A,Z).
The volume energy is parametrized as:
Evol.(Z,A) = bvol. (1− κvol. I2 )A, (B3)
where I = (A − 2Z)/(A + 2Z) is introduced for brevity.
All the parameters appearing implicitly in Eq. (B1), such
as bvol.=-15.4920 MeV and κvol.=1.8601 and the ones
that appear below, are taken from [13].
The Coulomb LDM term reads:
ECoul.(A,Z; def) =
3
5
e2
Z2
rch0 A
1/3
BCoul.(def)− C4Z
2
A
,
(B4)
with electric charge unit denoted as e, and the
so-called charge radius parameter rch0 = 1.21725 fm,
C4=0.9181 MeV. The term proportional to Z
2/A rep-
resents the nuclear charge-density diffuseness-correction
whereas the deformation dependent term, BCoul.(α), de-
notes the Coulomb energy of a deformed nucleus normal-
ized to that of the sphere with the same volume.
The surface energy in the LDM form reads:
Esurf.(A,Z; def) = bsurf. (1− κsurf.I2 )A2/3Bsurf.(def),
(B5)
where bsurf. = 16.9707 MeV and κsurf. = 2.2938. The de-
formation dependent term is defined as the surface energy
of a deformed nucleus normalized to that of the sphere
of the same volume:
Bsurf.(def) =
S(def)
S(sphere)
. (B6)
The curvature term is given by:
Ecurv.(A,Z; def) = bcurv. (1− κcurv. I2 )A1/3Bcurv.(def)
(B7)
with
Bcurv.(def) =
∫ pi
0
dϑ
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ
[
1
R1(ϑ, ϕ; def)
+
1
R2(ϑ, ϕ; def)
]
,
(B8)
where R1 and R2 are deformation-dependent principal
radii of the nuclear surface at the point-position defined
by spherical angles ϑ and ϕ, bcur.= 3.8602 MeV and
κcur.= -2.3764 The LSD parameters have been fitted to
all known experimental masses and well reproduced the
fission barriers.
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